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D Kelly O'Day
From:
Date:
To:

"D Kelly O'Day" <dkod@comcast.net>
Friday, June 27, 2014 12:43 PM
"Mayor Nutter" <Michael.Nutter@phila.gov>; "Rina Cutler" <rina.cutler@phila.gov>; "Richard Negrin"
<Richard.Negrin@Phila.gov>; "David Perri" <David.Perri@phila.gov>; "Howard Neukrug"
<Howard.Neukrug@phila.gov>
"Shawn Garvin" <Garvin.Shawn@epa.gov>; "David Burke" <daburke@pa.gov>; "Joanne Dahme"
<joanne.dahme@phila.gov>
EPA_CSO_NMC_7.pdf
Re: Solving Philadelphia's Fugitive Trash Problem

Cc:
Attach:
Subject:

The City, as part of Appendix C of the PaDEP-Philadelphia COA, is required to
continue implementing EPA’s CSO Nine Minimum Controls, including NMC 6 and 7. I
have serious concerns about how the City has proceeded to address the NMC 6 and
7 requirements since 1995 and will again reiterate my specific concerns about how
the City’s has not addressed EPA’s solids and floatables non-structural control
options.
I have attached EPA’s 1995 CSO Guidance for NMC 7 – Pollution Prevention for to
Reduce Contaminants in CSOs. EPA’s 5 page NMC 7 document outlines 10 non
structural options that EPA encouraged CSO cities to consider in addressing solids
and floatables pollution prevention. These 10 techniques are:

{

Street Cleaning

{

Public Education Programs

{

Solid Waste Collection and Recycling (including more frequent pick-ups in litter problem
areas)

{

Product Ban/ Substitution

{

Control of Product Use

{

Illegal Dumping

{

Bulk Refuse Disposal

{

Hazardous Waste Collection

{

Water Conservation

{

Commercial/ Industrial Pollution Prevention

I do not believe that Philadelphia has adequately considered EPA guidance for
floatables control because the City was under the mistaken impression that the City
did/ does not have a CSO floatables discharge problem. This is what the City said in
1995:
“The effectiveness of these programs [ City’s existing NMC 7 efforts] is
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demonstrated by the lack of any reported receiving water impacts related to
CSO discharges. However, modifications to these programs may be considered
if the DRBC or PWD's proposed Floatables Control Monitoring Program
identifies any receiving water impacts in the future.” Philadelphia 1995 CSO
Implementation- page 7-1.
I take this to mean that Philadelphia was not aware of any negative receiving water
impacts from City CSO outfall discharges. While the City clearly new about trash in
the Tacony – Frankford Creek, the City did not make the connection between CSO
floatables discharges and creek trash conditions.
The City’s 1995 no CSO floatables discharge problem assessment is repeated in the
City’s 2012 Memorandum concerning the T-04 Netting Facility. In Oct., 2012 the
City states:
“Although no formal analysis has been conducted on the ratio of organic
matter to floatables collected, visual inspection and historic field notes show
that the nets mostly collect leaves and very little floatables like cans or
bottles. This is mainly because most of the floatables that get in the
wastewater system are removed by existing catch basins before they get to
the outfalls, so the majority of what the nets collect is organic matter.” Oct.
2012 Memorandum, Page 6 of 10.
The City’s CSO floatables discharge judgment seems to be that Philadelphia’s
trapped inlets prevent floatables from getting to the CSO outfalls and the lack of
reported receiving water impacts confirms this judgment.
in the past year, Philadelphia-EPA III-PaDEP have been notified of potential
Philadelphia CSO floatables discharges and negative receiving stream impacts to
the Tookany-Tacony-Frankford Creek. I first advised the City about my finding
evidence of floatables below City CSO outfalls in April, 2013 and later in
presentations to the Trash Task Force meeting in May, June and July, 2013. I have
subsequently regularly updated EPA III, PaDEP and the City about my TTF creek
trash findings.
EPA III – PaDEP - Philadelphia need to re-examine the City’s CSO floatables control approach under
NMC 6 and 7 in light of the observed trash immediately downstream of 10 City MS4 and CSO
outfalls in the TTF watershed. Non structural approaches like focused frequent street cleaning in
problem areas, product bans and/or fees on plastic bags – plastic bottles – Styrofoam cups, more
trash cans in problem areas and more frequent trash pick-ups are options outlined in EPA’s NMC 7
guidance.
The City needs to assess the cost – CSO floatables discharge benefits of non-structural approaches
like enhanced street cleaning, more frequent trash collection in litter problem areas, product bans,
increased use of trash receptacles in litter problem areas as outlined in EPA’s NMC 7 guidance.

My request is simply that EPA III – PaDEP – Philadelphia conduct a “due diligence” assessment of
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Philadelphia’s NMC 6 and 7 program approach in light of the Tookany-Tacony-Frankford creek trash
findings. I believe that a timeline for this due diligence assessment should be included in the City’s
upcoming CSO permit renewal

Kelly O’Day
From: Joanne Dahme
Sent: Friday, June 20, 2014 9:17 AM
To: D Kelly O'Day ; Michael Nutter ; Rina Cutler ; Richard Negrin ; David Perri ; Howard Neukrug
Cc: Shawn Garvin ; David Burke
Subject: RE: Solving Philadelphia's Fugitive Trash Problem

Kelly  I've enumerated a number of reasons why your assertions are not right.
1. The City did complete its monitoring program. The information gathered during its 12 year program 
beginning in 1997  to pilot a potential outfall netting structure and monitor the efficiency for floatables removal
 met full compliance with the requirements for a monitoring program (NM6). Results were reported in the
annual reports submitted under the NPDES permits. In general, the results indicated that the amount of material
captured in the nets was small in comparison to the material removed from the T04 sewershed by inlet
cleaning. The characterization of the material collected in the nets was far more of an organic nature (leaves)
than that collected through inlet cleaning.
We have an approved NMC Documentation. EPA's May 1995 and 1997 "Guidance for Nine Minimum Controls"
notes that “The nine minimum controls are controls that can reduce CSOs and their effect on receiving water
quality, do not require significant engineering studies or major construction. The EPA Long Term CSO Control Plan
guidance makes it clear that capitalintensive approaches to floatables control are intended to part of the long
term control program, not the NMCs.
ur long term CSO control plan is Green City Clean Waters (GCCW). The plan with DEP and EPA constitutes an
agreement that Bacteria, BOD and TSS are the target parameters of concern that we are to address, and we
amended and moved beyond the original 2009 LTCPU draft to the GCCW plan to address them. The agreedupon
approach is that the elimination of overflows, through our GCCW efforts, is the selected best longterm solution
to the reduction of all discharges. As we cut our overflow volume by more than half over the next 23 years, we
essentially cut the discharges of any materials in our overflows by more than half.
he condition of the waterways will improve as GCCW is implemented and our watershed management goals
associated with Targets A, B and C are addressed. All GCCW money (public and private) is to be spent on
fundamentally sound practices to reduce overflows and all discharges associated with those overflows. We have
committed the full extent of our resources to implementing GCCW.
is not to say that we do not care about an immediate strategy to litter control. In this sense, City agencies and its
many partners are working together and investing public dollars in education and on the ground preventive
measures that complement our GCCW goals. We are  and have been since the development of our Integrated
Watershed Management Plan for Tacony  working in hand with Cheltenham Township to jointly address street
litter and control as it impacts our shared waterways. Our efforts are not new. But they do take some time.
nne
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From: D Kelly O'Day [dkod@comcast.net]
Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2014 12:39 PM
To: Michael Nutter; Rina Cutler; Richard Negrin; David Perri; Howard Neukrug
Cc: Joanne Dahme; Shawn Garvin; David Burke
Subject: Re: Solving Philadelphia's Fugitive Trash Problem

Here are several quotes from Philadelphia City documents that demonstrate why I
argue that the City is not meeting its floatables control requirements in the
Tookany-Tacony-Frankford Creek:
1. Philadelphia Annual Wet Weather Reports for 2000 to 2010 reports
include this statement.
“The City has compared the floatables removed from the net with other
floatables control technologies employed. More specifically, on an area
weighted basis the inlet cleaning program data suggests that street
surface litter dominates the volume of material that can enter the
sewer system. The pilot in-line netting system installed at T_4 has been
shown to capture debris on the same order as the WPC influent screens
indicating that effective floatables control needs to target street
surface litter in order to effectively reduce the quantity of debris likely
to cause aesthetic concerns in receiving streams.”
Since 2000, Philadelphia has acknowledged that “effective floatables control
needs to target street surface litter.” It has been 14 years since Philadelphia
first reported this to PaDEP and EPA III.
2. Philadelphia’s 1995 recommended solids and floatables monitoring
program
In 1995 PWD recommended that a monitoring program be implemented to
determine the amount of solids and floatables entering and carried by the
sewer system and the receiving waters. Results from the sampling program
will be used to determine the required level of control and appropriate
technology for implementation both prior-to and during the Long Term Control
Plan process.
Philadelphia did not complete this monitoring program so that the City has not
been able to “ determine the amount of solids and floatables entering and
carried by the sewer system and the receiving waters’'.
3. Philadelphia’s 2009 LTCP, Section 4
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In the 2009 LTCPU,Section 4, Philadelphia discussed “Problem: Litter and
unsightly streams that discourage residential use”
What pollutants or physical conditions are causing this problem, and what are
their sources?
• Illegal littering and dumping
• Solids loads from CSO and stormwater discharges
Are CSOs causing or contributing to this problem?
Yes, CSOs contribute to this problem through loads of solids and
floatables to streams. PWD has effective solids and floatables control
program in accordance with NMC 7 and other applicable regulations.
Maintaining and increasing this level of control is an important component of
the LTCPU”
In Section 8 PWD reported that “Floatables will be monitored. If
additional floatables control is warranted, then structural technologies
will be considered. Structural technologies that would be considered first are
catch basin modifications, including further enhancement of inlet grating and
submerged outlet installations, netting systems, and static screens. More
structurally intensive controls would be considered only if the application of
the controls mentioned above proved not to be feasible under specific site
requirements”
Philadelphia acknowledges that CSO’s contribute to the unsightly stream
situation and that “maintaining and increasing this level of control is an
important component of the LTCP”.
Clearly floatables are a problem in the Tookany-Tacony-Frankford Creek. The
are available technology-based NMC 7 Pollution Prevention solutions like street
cleaning, product bans/ controls that the City could adopt to address the
problem. What is causing the delay in considering the NMC 7 Pollution
Prevention Controls?
4. Philadelphia’s October 2010 Memorandum
In the Oct., 2010 Memorandum, Philadelphia states: “Over the twelve years that
the nets have been in operation, we have determined that the outfall nets are not as
efficient as previously believed for the PWD system. Although no formal analysis has
been conducted on the ratio of organic matter to floatables collected, visual
inspection and historic field notes show that the nets mostly collect leaves and very
little floatables like cans or bottles. This is mainly because most of the floatables
that get in the wastewater system are removed by existing catch basins
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before they get to the outfalls, so the majority of what the nets collect is organic
matter.”

“The PWD has concluded that, due to the pilot testing of the net technology,
this technology is not an efficient method of removing floatables from
Philadelphia outfalls. The PWD would like to discontinue the operation of the
net technology at the T-4 pilot site and redirect the resources to other
floatables control technologies such as floatable vessels and city-wide inlet
cleaning.”
Philadelphia’s floatable vessel trash removal is good for the Delaware and
Schuylkill Rivers, however, it is not applicable to the Tookany-TaconyFrankford Creek.
Philadelphia has done very many good things to improve our City’s water quality. The TookanyTacony-Frankford Creek, however, still suffers from extensive build-up of plastic bags and food
wrappers, some discharged by City CSOs. Street litter, illegal dumping are not new problems,
Philadelphia has a long history dealing with this chronic urban challenge.
I can not accept the City’s claim that “But it is not realistic to expect a cultural change towards trash
– particularly in the most challenged sections of the city – within a short time span.” We are not
talking about a “short time span.” We are talking about what Philadelphia has been doing since May,
1995 when EPA issued their CSO Nine Minimum Controls. 19 years is not a short time span.
Kelly O’Day
From: Joanne Dahme
Sent: Wednesday, June 18, 2014 8:45 AM
To: D Kelly O'Day ; Michael Nutter ; Rina Cutler ; Richard Negrin ; David Perri ; Howard Neukrug
Cc: Shawn Garvin ; David Burke ; Maya van Rossum ; Sandy Bauers - Philly News
Subject: RE: Solving Philadelphia's Fugitive Trash Problem

Hi Kelly –
I’m writing to respectfully disagree with your assessment that Philadelphia is not meeting its Clean Water Act
permit requirements for floatables control.
In many ways, we go above and beyond our permitted requirements, maximizing the limited resources of many
city departments to address litter in our streets, parks and streams.
Over the past two decades, we have invested in watershed assessment studies, public education, partnership
development and interagency coordination in addition to the creation of PWD’s Waterways Restoration Team –
that focuses on the removal of trash from our streams. We are dedicated to realizing our “Target A” commitment
to our watersheds (clean and healthy waterways during dry weather) and we have made some incredible
progress. But it is not realistic to expect a cultural change towards trash – particularly in the most challenged
sections of the city – within a short time span.
We will continue to provide updates on our efforts and progress, working with partners such as the Tookany
Tacony/Frankford (TTF) Watershed Partnership and others.
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Joanne

From: D Kelly O'Day [mailto:dkod@comcast.net]
Sent: Wednesday, June 18, 2014 12:17 AM
To: Michael Nutter; Rina Cutler; Richard Negrin; David Perri; Howard Neukrug
Cc: Joanne Dahme; Shawn Garvin; David Burke; Maya van Rossum; Sandy Bauers - Philly News
Subject: Re: Solving Philadelphia's Fugitive Trash Problem

Philadelphia has more than a “litter culture” problem, Philadelphia has a trash –
floatables management problem.
Philadelphia was supposed to address the City’s “Control of Solid and Floatable
Materials in CSO” in 1995-1998 using EPA’s 1995 CSO Nine Minimum Controls
Guidance (link). I have previously documented Philadelphia’s 19 year timeline for
meeting NMC #6 – Floatables Control (link).

EPA Guidance calls for much more than “Education and changing public behavior”.
EPA’s NMC #7 identified 10 potential CSO contaminant pollution prevention
programs:
z

Street Cleaning
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Public Education
z Solid Waste collection and Recycling
z Product Ba/ Substitution
z Control of Product Use
z Illegal Dumping
z Bulk Refuse Disposal
z Hazardous Waste Collection
z Water Conservation
z Commercial/ Industrial Prevention
How has Philadelphia addressed the Performance and Cost analysis for these
pollution prevention methods, as called for in Section 8.2 of EPA’s 1995 CSO
Guidance Document?
z

While I understand that the City has started some efforts to address street litter –
creek trash, it is important to recognize that EPA’s guidance has been available for
19 years and the City documented the TTF Watershed creek trash problems in
2003. Having reviewed all of Philadelphia’s annual wet weather reports to PaDEP
and EPA, I do not believe that the City has met the CSO NMC requirements for the
TTF Creek nor has Philadelphia prepared an action plan to address the extensive
CSO related creek trash problems in the Tookany-Tacony-Frankford Creek.
It is time for EPA – PaDEP and Philadelphia to adopt a firm, detailed
implementation schedule for Philadelphia to finally meet the 1995 CSO Nine
Minimum Controls. Hopefully such as schedule can be included in the upcoming
NPDES permit renewal.

From: Joanne Dahme
Sent: Tuesday, June 17, 2014 9:40 PM
To: D Kelly O'Day ; Michael Nutter ; Rina Cutler ; Richard Negrin ; David Perri ; Howard Neukrug
Cc: Shawn Garvin ; David Burke ; Maya van Rossum ; Sandy Bauers - Philly News
Subject: RE: Solving Philadelphia's Fugitive Trash Problem

Hi Kelly 
Thanks for the comprehensive summary.
As you know, city agencies including Streets, PPR and Water, are working closely with many partners such as the
TTF Watershed Partnership via the TTF Trash Task Force to develop model solutions in Tacony Creek Park that can
be mimicked in other stream sheds in the city. Education and changing public behavior is also key and we
recognize that such changes will not happen overnight.
We share your passion to address litter, but changing the “litter culture” of Philadelphia will take time.
Over the next year we will be implementing a number of activities and continuing to build upon the work already
in place. We should have an update available in the fall that outlines the work and programs accomplished to
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date.
Joanne
From: D Kelly O'Day [dkod@comcast.net]
Sent: Tuesday, June 17, 2014 5:06 PM
To: Michael Nutter; Rina Cutler; Richard Negrin; David Perri; Howard Neukrug
Cc: Shawn Garvin; David Burke; Maya van Rossum; Sandy Bauers - Philly News
Subject: Solving Philadelphia's Fugitive Trash Problem

Solving Philadelphia’s Fugitive Trash Problem
Philadelphia has a serious street litter- dumping – creek trash problem that must be addressed. Philadelphia
plastic bags and bottles are being carried by stormwater runoff to our local creeks, the Delaware River – Bay
and eventually to the Atlantic Ocean.
Fugitive Trash
We expect our trash to be properly handled, so we can label improperly handled trash as “fugitive
trash” because it is trash that escaped our proper trash handling system. We have 3 main sources of fugitive
trash:
 Pedestrian and Vehicular Litter
 Dumping of Commercial – Construction Debris
 Dumping of Residential Trash

Much of this improperly handled trash gets carried to our creeks-rivers-Bay-Ocean by stormwater, seriously
degrading our water resources.
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Stormwater Runoff
When it rains, stormwater carries the floatable material portion to the nearest waterway by overland flow or
through Philadelphia’s combined or separate storm sewers.
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Overland Flow
While Philadelphia has a comprehensive stormwater sewer system (both combined and separate), there are
some areas where stormwater runs directly overland to a local creek without traveling through the City storm
sewer. The area around Tacony Creek Park near Adams Avenue is a good example of an area with extensive
street litter that makes its way to the Tacony Creek by overland flow.
Here we find clear evidence of pedestrian – vehicular litter that builds up along Cresentville Road and Adams
Ave. When it rains, much of this litter flows directly to Tacony Creek.
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Illegal Dumping
There are many locations throughout the City where irresponsible people dump their trash. In a 2012 survey,
the Keep Pa Beautiful organization found 296 illegal dump sites in Philadelphia. We will take a close look at
one of those sites.
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Site #204 is in a Philadelphia Electric power grid right-of-way where someone has dumped hundreds of used
tires as well as other debris.
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Residential Trash Dumping
Residents in some areas have been known to use public trash cans for household waste, causing many
business and civic groups to remove the trash cans to reduce the local dumping of excess residential trash.
When the trash cans are removed, the residents find alternative spots to dump their trash, maybe on a deadend street, in a City Park, or other location.
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Solving Philadelphia’s Fugitive Trash Problem
To solve our fugitive trash problem, we must recognize that it is serious, it degrades our neighborhoods and
parks, it causes water pollution problems and it will require a mix of smart, innovative solutions. The
residential dumping – trash can removal example shows that quick fix – simple solutions will not solve the
problem. People will just find another location to get rid of their trash if we don’t develop a comprehensive
fugitive trash program.
The path to solving our fugitive trash problem starts with a clear understanding of the magnitude and nature
of each source and tailored solutions to specific aspects of the problem.
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Philadelphia’s fugitive trash is hurting our neighborhoods, parks, local creeks like
the Tacony – Frankford Creek, the Delaware River/Bay as well as the Ocean. Our
stormwater is not clean or green when it has plastic trash in it. It is time for
Philadelphia residents and government to get serious about our trash problem and
its time for EPA – PaDEP to make sure that Philadelphia properly controls its
floatables discharges.

Kelly O'Day
301 E Durham Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19119
dkod@comcast.net
(215) 753-1170
http://mtairy.me
@dkod
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